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Over the past decades, several books and symposia have targeted the
top ic of t he child in sport. One of the first was "Children and Sport: A
Contemporary Anthology" (Magill et 01, 1978), which went into two additional
editions (Magill et 01., 1982: Smoll et 01., 1988). At the Olympic Scientific
Congress in Eugene (Oregon) in 1984, one of the themes was "Competitive
Sport for Children and Youth" (Weiss and Gould, 1986). Increasing interest in
youth sports is also evident in subsequent volumes, including: "Advances in
Pediatric Sport Sciences" (Boileau, 1984: Gould and Weiss, 1987):
"Competitive Sports for Children and Youth" (Brown and Branta, 1988):
"Young Athletes: Biological, Psychological and Educational Perspectives (Malina,
1988): "Sports and Children" (Chan and Micheli, 1998): "Children and Youth in
Sport" (Smoll and Smith, 2002) and "Youth Sports: Perspectives for a New
Century" (Mali na and Clark, 2003). ln Portugal, Sobral ( 1988a) introduced the
topic of youth sports in a volume entitled "The Adolescent Athlete."
The purpose of the present paper is to highlight trends in youth sports
in Portugal in the context of demographic and politicai changes over the past
25 to 30 years. ln doing so, the paper draws on corresponding data from
other countries to provide a comparative perspective.
I . DEMOGRAPH IC TRENDS
Sport is a central phenomenon in many societies. This trend has been
labeled the "sportification of society" (De Knop etol, 1996a) and includes
both participants and spectators. On an annual basis, about 2J million people
visit sport parks to see professional games in Japan (Yamaguchi, 1996) . Within
the last decades German adolescents have doubled the time invested in
informal and organized sport, in part, due to expanding education.
(Brettschneider and Saci<, 1996) .
An important factor affecting sport participation is change in population
composition. It is estimated that Europe will have 16.8 million fewer children
and youth (0- 19 years) in the year 2020 compared to 1990 (Eurostat, 1992).
From the perspective of an individual country, for example, a decrease of
250,000 children and youth <20 years of age in Belgium has been projected
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between 2000 and 2050 (De Knop et 01., I 996b). This is a large decrease
wh ich has major impl ications in a country of about 10 million inhabitants.
Portugal is a country that is similar population size to Belgium. The total
population of Portugal increased 15.4% between 1970 and 199 1 (Barreto,
1997), but t he distribution of the population has changed. The coastal area has
attracted many investments and communications have improved to allow
better access to Lisbon and Oporto. Municipalities located between these
major urban areas show fairly reasonable demographic stabi lity, due in part to
the servi ce and trade sectors. ln contrast, inland areas have lost population.
The trend began in the 1960s and 1970s when there was large scale
emigration, primarily males, which was accompanied bya decline in birth rate.
This had immediate implications for education. Education beyond compu lsory
attendance in some municipalities was no longer viable or was not been
considered a priority issue by local authorities. Further, many schools have
closed.
Under such conditions, those who remain in rural areas often do not
have an opportunity to further their education. Individuais with interest in
furthering their education are forced to move and often do not return. This
situation compromises social developments, including sport among others. The
promotion of sport participation is more difficult in rural communities since
the youth population is not very large and is rather dispersed. T ransportation
within relatively vast areas is thus essential to create a club or even a team.
Other developmental factors such as sport facilities and staff are also limited in
rural areas. Although national data to this effect are not available, data for the
District of Coimbra indicate a reduction in sport facilities and staff in rural
areas (Coelho e Silva, 200 I).

3. PATTERNS OF YOUTH SPORT PARTIClPATION
PARTIClPATION lN ORGANIZED SPORT
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Data for several countries indicate generally similar trends in youth
sport participation. Note, however, that criteria for definition of sport
participation are not universal and studies vary in sources of information and
quality of data, e.g., official data versus specific surveys, self-report by youth
and/or their parents, and so on.
It is estimated that 20 to 35 million children and youth 5- 18 years
participated in non-school sports in the United States in the early 1990s
(Ewing and Seefeldt, 1996). Although, these numbers probably represent an
overestimation due to participation in more than one sport by many youth,
they show the general interest of American youth in sport. The Compbell
Survey af the Well-Being similarly demonstrated reasonably widespread

participation in sport among Canadian youth. About 42% of males and 37% of
females 10- 14 years, and 44% of males and 28% of females 15- 19 years
participated in compet itive sports at least weekly (Stephens and Craig, 1990).
About 47% of Welsh youth I 1- 16 years belonged to youth organizations
(Sports Council for Wales, 1993), and as many as 54% of 12 year old Finnish
boys parti cipated once a week in training sessions and competitions organized
by sport clubs (Laakso et 01. , 1996).
Participation in organized sports peaks during adolescence and
subsequently declines. Among Scottish yough, sport participation declines after
a peak at 14-15 years of age, while attending entertainments such as discos,
pubs and ci nemas increases until 19-20 years (Hendry et 01., 1993). The total
number of Australian boys and girls that participates in sports peaks at 15- 16
years of age (Blanksby et 01, 1996). The percentage of ado lescents engaged in
organized sports increases from 38% (boys) and 40% (girls) at 12.5 years of
age to 41 % (boys) and 50% (girls) at 16.5 years of age. Corresponding
estimates for participation in recreational activities are 80% (boys), 54% (girls)
at 12.5 years of age, and 77% (boys), 57% (girls) at 16.5 years of age in
Australian youth. Finally, from ages 12.5 to 16.5 years, health and fitness
activities increase from 8% to 15% in boys and 21 % to 44% in girls.
According to Direcção-Geral dos Desportos ( 1988), about 130,000
Portuguese youth participated in competitive sport club activities in the mid1980s. This represented approximately 6% of the Portuguese population 6- 18
years. ln a more recent study (Marivoet, 200 I), the highest rate of sport
participation between 15 and 74 years of age occurred in Lisbon (27%),
fo ll owed by the North of Portugal (26%) , while the Midlands had the lowest
rate ( 14%). These estimates suggest that participation in sport activities is
more common in urban settings.
POPULARITY OF SPORTS
Participation of Canadian youth 15-20 years by activity were: swimming
(58%), basebal l (44%) and ice hockey (40%) for males, and swimming (69%),
skating (34%) and baseball (30%) for females (Stephens and Craig, 1990). ln
the United States, participation in school sports among youth 10-18 years in
order of popularity was as fol lows: football ( 16%), track and field ( 16%),
basketbal l ( 16%) and baseball ( 15%) among males, and track and field ( 12%),
basketball ( 12%), softball ( I 1%) and volleyball ( 10%) among females (Seefeldt
et 01., 1992). Participation trends fo r high school sports in 1999-2000 in t he
United States are essentiall y the sam e (National Federation of State High
School Associations, 200 I).
were:

The most popular sports among 5- 15 year old New Zealand youth
rugby (53%), swimming (40%), tennis (40%), cycling (38%),
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snooker/pool (39%) for boys, and cycling (46%), swimming (40%), tennis
(39%), aerobics (39%), netball (26%) for girls (Russell et 01. , 1996). ln an earlier
survey of New Zealand youth I 5 years of age, the pidure of sport
preferences was essentially the sam e with the exception of cricket which
appeared as the third most popular sport among boys, after rugby and
swimmi ng (Reeder et 01., 199 I).
Popularity of sports among Flemish Belgian youth ranked swimming first
among boys and girls, followed by soccer in boys and gymnastics in girls (De
Knop et 01., I 996b). ln Finland, soccer and ice hockey were the most popular
sports for boys, and gymnastics, track and field and volleybal l were more
popular among girls (Laakso et 01., 1996). T elama (1988) deteded Other
popular adivities among 14 year old Finns were jogging/running, cross-country
ski ing and biking (T elama, 1988).
Official estimates for popularity of competitive sport participation in
Portugal in the mid- 1980s, in order of popularity, were as follows: soccer, track
and field, handball and basketball for boys, and track and field, gymnastics,
handball and basketball for girls (Direcção-Geral dos Desportos, 1988). Data
for youth 15-18 years adively participating in organized sport in the
Portuguese Midlands in the late 1990s indicated that about 67% of males were
engaged in team sports, whereas about 57% of females were engaged in
individual sports (Coelho e Silva, 200 I). The most popular sport for boys was
soccer, followed by swimming and basketbal l; the three most popular sports
for girls were swimming, soccer and basketball .
4. YOUTH SPORT PROGRAMS lN PORTUGAL OVER THE PAST
DECADES
YOUTH SPORTS PRIOR TO 1974
Politicai and demographic changes in Portugal have influenced
organizations, institutions and programs related to sport and also perceptions
and concepts about the role of physical education and sport in society. This
heritage can be briefly summarized as foll ows:
18

Government control of sport organization at al i leveis from
national federations to regional and city organizations and clubs is
the ru le.
Funds for facilities and adivities come almost exclusively from
public sources - central or local.
The concept of sport as a non-priority adivity with a nonrelevant contribution for material or social progress has resu lted
in a very small investment in sport for more than 40 years.

The low levei of education of sport managers is due to the
country's global situation and to the local character of the clubs
(Teixeira de Sousa, 1988).
The lack of scholarship and specific training of coaches is due to
the limited number of facu lt ies of Physical Education and Sport
and of training programs for coaches in the sport federations.
A reduced number of participants in sports and physical activities
offered in schools and clubs is evident so that initiation of sport
generally occurs rather late (adolescence), with t he exception of
soccer and exclusive swimming clubs with competitive programs
(Gerardo and Gomes Ferreira, 2002).
As a result, the quality of performances and resu lts were
generally low for Portuguese athletes in major international
competitions.
ORGANIZATION AND PHILOSOPHY OF ORGANIZED YOUTH
SPORT AFTER 1974

The Orgonizotion
The new government retained control of sport in a department of the
Ministry of Education t hat integrated Competitive Sport, School Sport and
School Physical Education (Direcção Geral de Educação Física e Desportos,
later Direcção Geral dos Desportos - DGD). This situation changed in 1976,
w hen Physical Education and School Sport became a new department
comprising the basic and secondary school branches, beginning separate paths
for club and school sport (rarely convergent, often in conflict) that has
remained to the present. The dependence of sport on the Ministry of
Education lasted till 1995, when the Ministry of Youth and Sport was created.

The Phi/osophy
The evolution of competitive youth sport in Portugal can be divided
into three phases. Although is possible to observe a general pattern of changes
during the last three decades ( 1974+), ali federations did not move in the
sam e directions, at the same time, and w ith the same speed. The major
federations are those responsible for almost ali youth sport activities in the
country: soccer, basketball, handball, volleyball, hockey, track and field,
swimming and judo.

/ 974- /9 85: Portnership between Stote ond Sport Federotions
After 1974 the public administration for sport declared its intention to
build "a new sport for a new country" (Melo de Carvalho, 1975). The main
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concept was that sport is a factor of progress and socialization with significant
impact on the quality of life for the people. Therefore, sport must be
accessible to the total population with no limitations, including those who
want to participate regard less of levei of competence.
The Constitution of 1976 established that al i citizens have the "right to
sport" and so the State has the obligation to pro mote and support sport
either for recreation or high-Ievel performance. The main idea was to increase
the number of participants in sport activities on a mass basis, especiall y among
youth. During this period a program was created mainly to develop youth
sports. To enforce this politicai choice, the government used several strategic
options:
The State must promote, support and "make" the activities in
partnership with sport federations, clubs and organized citizens.
Funds for national federations were substantially increased,
looking for rapid improvement of competitive sport quality.
To consistently raise the quality of activity, it is vital to have an
educated and trained staff - physical education teachers, coaches
and club managers. Faculties of Physical Education were
submitted to major changes, and Direcção Geral dos Desportos
and federations started important programs of coaches education
and training, setting the basis for a coaching career.
Both the State and federations looked to attract youth to sport
stimulating a "boom" in sport participation among youth. The increased
participation was specifically achieved through competitions for preadolescents and adolescents. As a result, the age of beginning for sport
activities became much lower than before. The greatest increase in
competitive youth sport participants - shown by the numbers of sport
federations - was reached in the age group of 10-12 years.
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For sport federations, the mass provision of youth sport opportunities
meant more funds from the government and a growing quality of high-Ievel
athletes. The concept was classic: from quantity appears quality. Until the midI 980s, federations multiplied the competitions for young people at local,
district and national leveis. At the sam e time, sport federations started to look
with more attention to elite young athletes. With the new position of the
country in the international domain, both State and federations saw
international youth competitions as a way to prepare future Olympic
champions and to gain prestige and advantages. Young national teams started
to prepare and compete regu larly in European championships and other
international tournaments for specific age groups.

/985- /995: Rise af e/itism
The partnership between the State and federations gradually started to
move in favor of the federations. ln 1985, the new govern ment decided to
abandon ali organization of sport activities, but assumed a role related to
funding, coordination (interface) and control. ln this new position as the main
actor in the sport system, federations began to define new areas of
intervention in youth sport programs. From 1986 through the mid- 1990s, ali
major federations started to look w ith a growing attention to their young elite
athletes. Successes in international youth competitions, in turn, were viewed as
a strategic option.
Poor results in international com petitions in the previous years were
seen as a consequence of several factors:
Insufficient attention to elite young athletes,
Lack of talent detection, selection and development programs,
A small number of young athletes in elite programs,
Lack of investment in training and international competitions for
junior national teams, and
Relatively low quality of coaches for youth.
Based on this analysis of t he situation ("confi rmed" by a poor presence
of Portuguese athletes in the Seoul O lympic Games in 1988 and by successes
of t he national youth soccer teams in World Championships in the early
I 990s), major sport federations, specifically soccer, basketball, handball,
voll eyball, athletics and swimming, took several strategic measures to
strenghten their position internally and to obtain better results in international
yout h competitions and, later, in senior championships. N ot ali of the
federations followed the sam e solutions, but there was a common view of the
problems that led to some general options:
Reinforce the so-cal led department of Recruiting and Promotion,
with the task of increasing t he number of young athletes and at
t he sam e time, to detect and select those with better aptitudes
to that specific sport;
Reinforce national team programs, which was seen as a tool for
development towards quality and a way to achieve international
success;
Create a support program for national teams, based in district
organizations, in order to increase the number of elite young
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athletes who follow a common training plan (some federations
called this "the route to high performance"); and
Reinforce coach education and training programs in order to
support the elite projects.
The suggested solutions to enforce these options were basical ly three:
Increase both the number of days spent by the national teams in
training camps (national junior soccer teams start to spend more
than 100 days/year in training camps), and participation in
international competitions;
Create a competition for district teams for boys and girls 12-1 6
years of age, where the el ite young athletes would practice and
compete under the guidance and observation of national
coaches; and
Structure coach education and training program based on "leveis"
oriented toward the preparation of a high performance coach.
The "elite oriented programs" demanded a huge financial effort, forcing
most of the major federations to compete for more money from the
government and from sponsors. While the public funds were still dependent
on the number of athletes enrol led, ali federations retained programs and
competitions for young children and adolescents, and encouraged the clubs to
do the same. However, the contradiction between "mass" programs for
chi ldren, mainly through "sport schools" and "mini" sports, and an orientation
towards elitism was not solved by the sport federations until the present.

/995-2002: "Super elitism"
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The "super elite" model was regarded as a successful since soccer and
handball had good results in European and world youth championships, at
least until 1995/1996. However, it became obvious for many coaches and
federation officials that this was not sufficient. The basic argument was that in
order to meet the demands of international performance, practices and
competitions only in clubs were insufficient to prepare youth for high levei
sport (e.g., Portuguese Basketball Association) . ln order to face progress of
other countries, the best young athletes needed to remain in train ing camp
and under national coaches throughout the year. With government support
through the High Performance Center, some federations created their own
centers, where young athletes 13- 18 years lived and practiced together. These
youngsters (boys and girls) spent from <300 hours/year of training in clubs to
700 hours/year in performance centers.

It was generally believed by both the government and federations that
traditional clubs were in crisis (money and volunteers) and could not face the
demands of high performance traini ng programs, and that youth were also in
crisis due to too much amusement, sedentarism and hedonism. Because most
youngsters come to sport primarily for fun or enjoyment, the quality of
athletes and competitions decreased and federations, through national teams,
had to take special care of talented individuais.
At the same time, competitions within Portugal were seen more as an
obstacle (due to the relatively low quality) than as a way to develop talented
young athletes. Therefore, elite young athletes were viewed as needing to
compete more frequently abroad and/or to participate in domestic
competitions with older athletes (e.g., a 16 year old competing with an 18
year old).
ln the sam e way, professional soccer clubs started to create their own
train ing centers, believing that high performance and competition in a global
market demanded a solid and professionally oriented preparation from very
young ages (in some cases as early as 10 years ). The club version of the
Performance Centers is limited to soccer at present because t he major clubs
have adequate funds.

A criticai overview
T he dominant concepts regarding youth sports in Portugal are similar to
those of other European countries. Sport federations do their job, searchi ng to
reach success in international competitions and to increase the popularity of
their respective sports among youth. This competition for high performance
results and for the "market share" - and also for more funds - is a
fundamental task assumed by federation offcials. However, the case of
Portugal also has some local charateristics:
Due to weakness of activities, poverty of investments and lack of
qualified personnel, the reception and implementation of
international trends was late and ineffcient in the local conditions
in most instances;
Due to the absence of good school sport programs, clubs and
federations were responsible for almost al i sports avai lable for
youth;
Due to the lack of col lobaration among facu lties of Sport and
Physical Education, the intervention of professors and sport
scientists in the design and control of research into youth sports
was not systematically established unti l the I 990s;
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General acceptance (by almost ali coaches and sports officials)
that quantity insures quality of athletes;
When it became evident that something was wrong w it h youth
sport, federations designed programs to emphasize the training
process with young el ite athletes;
"Super elitism" (high performance centers) was not anticipated by
talent detection programs supervised by sport scientists;
The need to increase t he number of participants in competitions,
determined by quantity based criteria for publi c fund ing and by
competition for "market share", moved federations to start
recruiting athletes at younger ages, w ith new teams, new
competitions, more coaches, more referees, more trai ning
faci lities, more travei, and so on; and .
T he convergence of t he increasi ng number of athletes and "super
elitism" placed considerable pressure on the budgets of
federations, consuming a large part of financial and human
resources.
The situation obviously varies among federations. Some are paying
atlention to changes and listening to sport scientists in order to adapt to the
needs of youth and to design new programs and new activities.
SCHOO L SPORT PROGRAMS
The organization of school sport since 1974 shows several
inconsistencies, lack of clear policies, and confli ct between schools and clubs. ln
1974, the sport system - including school sport - was integrated in a
department, Direcção Geral dos Desportos (DGD), w hich was dependent on
the Ministry of Education. ln 1977, school sport was transfered to so-called
"educational departments" in t he Ministry of Education. The motives for thi s
change were clearly expressed in Law 553/77: "Schoo/ sport is on extra
24

curricu/um octivity ond mokes sense on/y os o /ogico/ sequence of the curricu/um
octivity (physico/ educotion classes); the intervention in schoo/ of non sch%r
orgonizotions must be ovoided."
ln 1986, school sport returned to the competitive sport system,
integrating again the DGD. However, Law 46/86 recognized the specificity of
school sport and in 1989 a department of school sport, Gabinete
Coordenador do Desporto Escolar (GCDE), was created. It integrated again
t he educational departments of the Ministry of Educat ion, but was also
dependent on t he DGD. This solution was based in "the essential unity
between physical education and school sport." ln addit ion, "school s have their

own specificity", despite the "cooperation that can be established w ith other
organizations."
Sport Law 1/90 and the Physical Education and School Sport Law 95/9 1
stated that school sport is Sport and has its place in the sport system but. at
the sam e time is "an activity made in school". Therefore, school sport is
defined as a "subsystem totol/y integroted in the educotiono/ system" and also as
an "independent part of the sport system where can be set up relations with
clubs and federations", giving however the priority to education.
Subsequently, Laws 143/93 and I 15/95 established that the new Sport
Institute (INDESP) must support the "competitive activities of school sport"
and "coordinate the school sport activities and the correspondent facilities."
According to Law 143/93, INDESP was integrated in the Ministry of Education.
However, in 1995 Law 269 transfered the Institute to direct dependence on
the prime minister, and in 1996 Law 164 withdrew ali missions regarding
school sport from INDESP.
Until now, the coordination of school sport remains in the Ministry of
Education. Al i of the changes over almost 30 years were the visible face of the
struggle led by physical education teachers to retain the power of decision
regarding school sport. For most teachers, school sport is an educational
activity that must be regu lated by the schools and almost exclusively by
physical education teachers with no interference from the outside. ln the view
of many, school sport had t6 be kept from the interference of the federations
wh ich were viewed as elitist.
School sport has an independent competition system. Boys and girls
who participate in federation championships are not el igible for school
competitions. However, schools can participate in federation competitions and
federation athletes are eligible for international school championships!
School sport activities cover the basic and secondary schools, from 5th
to 12 grades, under the supervision of a physical education teacher or other
discipline teacher with a sport curricu lum. The time spent in practices and
competitions (4 hours/week) is included in the teacher's schedule, reducing
the number of physical educaton classes. The activities are done during school
free time and participation is voluntary.
th

For this reason, school sport is often viewed from the outside as an
"island" in the sport system and is often criticized by coaches and federation
officials as irrelevant to their goals. Current criticisms, especially on the
occasion of some international defeat. are that sport in school does not existo
has poor quality, and does not provide national sport with a large number of
young talented athletes.
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The actual situat ion of school sport is one of isolation and discredit in
public opinion: no internal activity in school, few participants and competitions,
poor quality of athletes and competitions, bureaucracy and exhibition activities.
The criticisms previously addressed to federation sport are now applied to
school sport. According to Pires ( 1996), the main problem of school sport is
the lack of an objective.
5. RESEARCH ISSUES lN YOUTH SPORTS
T able 3 presents a selection of titles of papers, theses and/or books
deal ing with different aspects of youth sports in Portugal over t he past 20
years. Early research on Sport Science and Physical Education was limited to
an educational approach, whereas in the field of sport, studies were mainly
focused on performance determinants in a perspective of optimization. Sobral
( 1984) stressed the importance of studying structural and functional conditions
related to the attainment and maintenance of a high levei of performance.
Subsequently, knowledge developed w ithin several disciplines with interests in
sport and physical activity has reformulated prevail ing paradigms and
guidelines: from athletic related fitness (Araújo, 1985) to psychosocial
determinants of sport adherence and drop-out (Serpa, 1990), and from an
initial emphasis on biology (Sobral, 1984) to a psychosocial emphasis
(Gonçalves, 1990; Marivoet, 200 I).
Problems such as elitism, satisfaction of children and youth engaged in
sports, motives for coaching activity, coach attrit ion, retrospective analysis of
former youth athletes submitted to intensive training, and others are lacking in
the Portuguese literature. Many of these unanswered questions require an
interdisciplinary approach.
T able 3. Selectian af spart science.
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Author
Sobral
Araújo
Sobral
Lima
Sobral and Marcu es
Serpa
Gonçalves
Marques
Vasconcelos Raposo

Year

Maia
Sobral
Adelino et 0/.
Fonseca and Maia
Marivoet

1993
1994
1999
2000
200 1

1984
1985
1988
1989
1990
1990
1990
1991
1993

Subject
Morphology and sport
Sport ta lent selection
The adolescent athlete
Premature exclusion of youth athletes
Excellency in youth school populati on
Participation Motivation
Fair-play
Basis for talent identification in Portugal
Psychological, social and cu ltural factors that influence
goal achievement among Portuguese top atletes
Anthropobiological approach on sport selection
Yout h sports: readiness and talent
Youth t raining
Motivation of youth at hletes
Sport habits in the Portuguese population

Title
PhD thesis
Article
Book
Articl e
Book
Chapter
Article
Article
PhD thesis
PhD thesis
Book
Book
Book
Book

Participation in sports is one of the most important dimensions of
socialization in contemporary society. Participation in sports is not compatible
with unidimensional perspectives that sacrifice the complexity of its nature to
the accuracy of experimental methodologies. Sobral ( 1996) suggested that
such broad concepts as sport participati on, physical fitness, and lifestyle are
first and foremost biocultural topics that are not compatible with the relatively
narrow perspectives that persists in some academic communities. Therefore,
after a period dominated by non-contextual viewpoints, an era of
comprehensive, holistic and temporal analyses is needed.
6. OVERVIEW AN D RECOMM ENDATI O N S
Although competitive sports are popular, the demands of long-term
preparat ion are bei ng identified as a main factor in drop-out.
N ew organ izations (mostly coach free) in yo uth sports oriented by
com mercial proposals (3x3 basketball , beach vo lley) have emerged in
the past few years. As a result, competitive sports are starting to face a
decrease in youth participants. Concurrently, children and youth are
being atlracted to more and more non-sport leisure activities, such as
skate boardi ng, surfing, electronic sport games, among others.
Programs oriented towards elitism need to assume alternative strategies
to the view that top ath letes develop from mass sport participation. By
t aking this challenge into account, many federations are promoting highperformance centers for talented youth athletes. Unfortunately, these
programs are relatively spontaneous and do not ordinarily include sport
scientists.
Youth sport organization would be negatively affected by the
promotion of a narrow number of candidates for participat ion in highperformance leveis. The success of talent detection, selection and
development depends on the quality of interventions acting long before
sport specialization.
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